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Executive summary
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• Economic growth in Asia Pacific continues to outpace the

Asia Pacific 2015-6 GDP
growth forecast

rest of the world

• Core real estate returns to remain robust over the medium

4-6% pa

term, driven by income growth

• Outlook for logistics softening due to strong supply
• Scope for investors to take on more risk in Australia, Japan

rental growth expected in Sydney
and Tokyo offices in 2015-7

• Japan retail prospects boosted by surge in tourism

80%

• Best short-term rental growth potential: offices, led by
Tokyo and Sydney

of investors targeting core or
value add in Asia Pacific

• Best medium-term investment opportunity: value add
secondary CBD office and retail

"Over 2015 and 2016, economic growth
of the Asia Pacific region is forecast to hold
steady at 5.5% per annum1, continuing to
outperform the rest of the world by a
large margin."

Economy: solid growth outlook
Over 2015 and 2016, economic growth of the Asia Pacific
region is forecast to hold steady at 5.5% per annum1,
continuing to outperform the rest of the world by a large
margin.
Accommodative monetary policy, a recovering global
economy and lower energy prices are expected to support
a stronger pace of growth in developed Asia. Net oil
importers such as Singapore, Hong Kong and South Korea
will be the main beneficiaries of the latter trend.

Slower growth in China has affected intra-regional trade,
as evidenced in the continued weakness of the mining
sector in Australia. However, recent moves by China to
loosen monetary policy are expected to boost consumption
and encourage investment. We anticipate that this will
create a positive spill-over effect for both trade and capital
flows between China and the rest of the region.
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In Japan, domestic consumption has started to recover
from the slump prompted by last year’s tax hike. More
favourable business conditions, coupled with a strong
labour market (including rising participation rate from
female population) are boosting consumer sentiment.
A weakened yen exchange rate, meanwhile, has helped
fuel a surge of tourist arrivals in Japan of nearly 30%
over 2014 to 13.5 million2 – the highest number of foreign
visitors on record. This, in turn, has delivered a significant
boost to retail sales.

Other major Asian economies are also taking fresh steps
to ease monetary policy. Australia, South Korea and India
have cut their respective base interest rates to historic lows
in recent months. As inflationary pressures remain muted,
monetary policy is expected to stay accommodative over
the medium term and is likely to lag the interest rate
tightening cycle anticipated in the US.
Fig 1: Monetary policy becoming increasingly
accommodative across Asia
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Fig 2: Net effective office rents remain well below previous
peaks
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Office: vacancies fall in major markets
Overall, we see the strongest rental growth in Australia's top
cities (particularly Sydney) and in Tokyo. In these areas we
forecast that rent rises will average 4-6% per annum over
the next three years.
Rental growth momentum continues apace in Tokyo prime
office, supported by strong net absorption and declining
vacancy. With Grade A office rent still 40% below the
previous peak of 2007 – and 10-20% below its long-term
average – we see ample scope for continued rent rises in
the coming years.
Stronger leasing conditions are also evident in Osaka and
other regional cities in Japan. Grade A properties and
secondary assets in strong regional locations (typically
occupied by small and medium-sized enterprises) are
expected to perform well there, although we expect the
pace of recovery to be more moderate compared to Tokyo.

"We expect that at the current rate of
take-up, vacancies will continue to compress
in both Sydney and Melbourne, supporting
a stronger recovery momentum."
A similar positive trend can also be observed in the two
biggest Australian cities, where net effective rents have
turned positive. Although incentives for occupiers have
yet to decline from the historically high levels, we expect
that at the current rate of take-up, vacancies will continue
to compress in both Sydney and Melbourne, supporting a
stronger recovery momentum.
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"In broad terms, we expect the office
sector to show the strongest rental growth,
particularly in Tokyo and Sydney."
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Leasing fundamentals are strengthening, with reduced
vacancy rates and rising rents in most markets across the
Asia Pacific region. In broad terms, we expect the office
sector to show the strongest rental growth, particularly
in Tokyo and Sydney. Prospects for the retail sector are
also starting to brighten after a few years of lagging
performance. In contrast, in the logistics market, rental
outlook is softening as demand is not keeping pace with
new stock.
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Current office rents as percentage of peak levels

Occupational market: offices lead,
retail outlook improving

Source: PMA

In contrast, Australia’s mining dependent markets of
Brisbane and Perth are likely to see continued declines in
rents, with occupier demand hit by the end of a long
commodities boom. In Singapore, meanwhile, prospects
for rental growth have been dampened by a spate of new
office completions, as well as by downsizing initiatives
from several major tenants in the central business district
(CBD). As significant expansion of supply is expected, we
anticipate that the Singapore office market will continue
to favour tenants.

"New infrastructure and the business hub
being built in Kowloon East have the
potential to cause a significant shift
in the Hong Kong office market."
In Hong Kong and Seoul, the outlook is divided by office
location. Prime assets in central districts offer the strongest
leasing conditions and rental growth prospects in both
cities. In Seoul, Gangnam and Youido continue to struggle
with elevated vacancy and low net new demand as
tenants, particularly those in the insurance or IT sectors,
are opting to consolidate their offices to CBD or to relocate
to the other sub-markets such as Pangyo.
In Hong Kong’s northern urban area of Kowloon, market
conditions broadly favour tenants. In the medium to long
term, though, the new infrastructure and the business hub
being built in Kowloon East have the potential to cause
a significant shift in the Hong Kong office market. With
improved accessibility, tenants may in future consider
relocating to Kowloon where modern office space is
currently being offered at up to 70% discount to the rental
cost in CBD. This shift in demand, however, is expected
to be gradual and will also likely be accompanied by a
significant rise in supply in the area over the next five years.
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"Demand for modern and organised
retail space will continue to rise, not only
in the emerging markets like China or India
but also in the more mature markets
including Australia and Japan."

Retail: improving rental growth prospects
In retail, as in offices, the improving occupier outlook is
most evident in Sydney, Melbourne and parts of Tokyo,
driven by the continued recovery in the housing market
and a boom in tourism. Discretionary retail segments
are improving as global names such as H&M, Forever 21
and Uniqlo, as well as luxury brands like Burberry open
new stores and plan to expand further. In Australia, high
street shops and department stores in the CBD are doing
particularly well thanks to stronger consumer sentiment and
the rising number of people living in city centre locations.
The growth of e-commerce, however, remains a challenge
for the sector as a whole. Even smaller markets, like
Singapore and Hong Kong, have witnessed a notable
increase in online retail over the past year. In Hong
Kong, traditional retail has also been negatively impacted
by tighter visa restriction for Chinese tourists and the
wider availability of luxury brands in mainland China.
In Singapore, a labour market crunch is a concern as
retailers are struggling to find staff to maintain operation
or to expand in the face of tightening work permit rules for
foreign workers.
Despite the short-term softness in some markets, the
long-term outlook for retail remains very strong across
Asia Pacific. Structural trends like urbanisation, the growth
of the middle income class and the rise of international
tourism will underpin strong demand for quality goods and
services in the region over the coming years. Demand for
modern and organised retail space will continue to rise, not
only in the emerging markets like China or India but also
in the more mature markets including Australia and Japan.

Logistics: rising supply to soften leasing conditions
In logistics, supply is outpacing the growth of demand in
Singapore and, to a certain extent, in Melbourne. After
a few strong years, Tokyo’s logistics sector is also seeing
rising vacancy rates as speculative development increases.
Given the fairly elastic nature of logistics supply, it seems
that the rise in occupier demand in recent years is being
balanced out with new developments, thus hampering
rental growth prospects and performance – particularly for
secondary assets.

"Prime logistics properties in smaller
markets, economically-strong regional cities
(such as Osaka) and e-commerce growth
areas (such as Seoul) are likely to do well."
Prime logistics properties in smaller markets, economicallystrong regional cities (such as Osaka) and e-commerce
growth areas (such as Seoul) are likely to do well. Strong
location and high property attributions are key to
outperformance and we expect that quality will remain
highly sought after by both tenants and investors.

Fig 3: Short-term prime occupational market drivers
Office

Industrial

Tokyo & regional Japanese
cities: recovering demand and
declining vacancy rates.
Sydney & Melbourne: prime
rents increasing as demand
picks up.

Sydney & Melbourne: Rental
outlook improving as retail sales
show signs of recovery.
Tokyo: Discretionary retail is
supported by strong growth of
intra-regional tourism.

Hong Kong: tight supply underpins
favourable fundamentals.
Osaka: demand for modern
logistics space remains strong, with
rents likely to rise in the short term.

Seoul: fundamentals improving.
Singapore: rising vacancy rates
amid sliding demand due to
tenant downsizing and relocation.

Seoul: improving housing market
to support consumer sentiment.

Singapore & Melbourne:
increasing supply limits rental
growth prospects in the near term.

Perth & Brisbane: occupier
demand affected by weakness in
mining industry.

Singapore & Hong Kong:
conditions remain challenging.

Source: M&G Real Estate
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Retail

Indeed, capital flows to value add opportunities are
already on the rise as indicated by investor sentiment
surveys and transaction activity in recent quarters.3

Investment market outlook: rising
risk appetite

Fig 4: Transaction volumes remain strong
Rolling 12-month transaction volumes (USD bn)
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Fig 5: Over 80% of investors prefer core and
value add investment approach in Asia
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Investor sentiment and demand for Asia Pacific real
estate remain strong. With improving leasing market
fundamentals, we expect that income potential will pick
up further over the coming months. Market liquidity and
transaction volumes are set to remain buoyant thanks
partly to the recent steps to further ease monetary policy
in Australia, China and South Korea.
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Risk appetite is increasing, and we expect this to continue.
Given that the degree of leverage used in real estate
investment remains relatively low compared to the levels
seen before the global financial crisis (GFC), there is scope
for investors to take on more risk to boost returns, particularly
in markets with stable or improving fundamentals such as
Australia and Japan.

"Given that the degree of leverage used
in real estate investment remains relatively
low compared to the levels seen before the
global financial crisis (GFC), there is scope for
investors to take on more risk to boost returns,
particularly in markets with stable or improving
fundamentals such as Australia and Japan."
Capitalisation rates are expected to continue to compress,
particularly for good quality properties that offer
opportunities for return enhancement from leasing or
asset repositioning. Grade B offices in Sydney, Melbourne,
Tokyo or Osaka are keenly sought after.
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However, seeking higher returns in riskier strategies or assets
requires specific implementation skills and an effective
risk control process. Value add investments and secondary
properties come with higher risks associated with lower
asset quality, increased risk of tenant defaults and
potentially greater sensitivity to eventual interest rate rises.
The complexity of investment conditions is further
compounded by the uneven recovery pace across the
leasing markets and by the strong competition for potential
investment opportunities.
In this environment, investors whose portfolio includes
exposure to a stable income flow from quality assets are
in a stronger position to take on more asset specific and
repositioning risk. In other words, opportunities to add
value through the repositioning of commercial space need
to be supported by stable income stream elsewhere in
the portfolio.
Depending on the investment goals – be it to generate
income through core, prime property or to add value
through riskier assets – we believe Asia Pacific continues to
offer a wide range of opportunities.
Markets at the beginning of the rental recovery cycle – such
as offices in Sydney, Melbourne and regional Japanese
cities – offer stronger tactical signals on prospective returns
over the short term, according to our models. However, over
the medium term, the pace of both rental growth and
capital appreciation will depend on supply expectations
and the stage of the capital market cycle. So, the mediumterm appeal of Tokyo and Melbourne may be moderated
by the prospects for strong supply at the back-end of the

Investors Intention Surveys 2015, from ANREV and CBRE
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Fig 6: M&G Real Estate’s assessment of value in Asian markets over the medium term

Core, income generating
opportunities

Value add
opportunities

Expensive

Sydney, Melbourne, Singapore
& Seoul retail

Asset repositioning in most
markets

Hong Kong & Singapore
CBD offices

Sydney office

Grade B offices in Tokyo,
Osaka & Seoul

Hong Kong retail

Hong Kong industrial
Tokyo residential

five year horizon. Conversely, despite soft conditions in
the short term, Seoul CBD and Perth office markets may
become more attractive over the coming years as the
now-new developments become fully absorbed.

"The medium-term appeal of Tokyo and
Melbourne may be moderated by the
prospects for strong supply at the back-end
of the five year horizon. Conversely, despite
soft conditions in the short term, Seoul CBD
and Perth office markets may become more
attractive over the coming years as the nownew developments become fully absorbed."
400 George Street,
Sydney, Australia

Tokyo prime offices

Seoul industrial

Whilst logistics remain attractive to investors seeking
higher income yields, the rising risk from increased supply
and strong compression of capitalisation rates over the last
12 months justify some caution on the return prospects,
particularly in Melbourne, Singapore and Tokyo. Hong
Kong logistics, comparatively, look more attractive thanks
to strong rental growth prospects, but accessibility remains
a significant constraint for would-be investors.

Conclusion
The Asia Pacific real estate market is attracting strong
demand from core and value add investors, supported by
prospects for rising rental growth, continued – albeit below
trend levels – economic expansion and accommodative
monetary policy.
Capitalisation rates have compressed significantly over
the last three years. While we see scope for this trend
to continue in the short term (particularly for secondary
assets), we expect that over the medium term returns will
be increasingly driven by income.
Overall, we see a broadly stable return outlook for real
estate across the region. The decreased risk of a significant
economic slowdown in China or globally, coupled with the
accommodative monetary policy stance of the central
banks across Asia supports this view. Diversification across
markets, investment styles, tenant exposures and lease
profiles will be critical in sustaining attractive risk-adjusted
performance over the longer term.
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